
Installation Instructions for Mounting Corner Standoffs
Corner standoffs have the advantage of not requiring holes in your sign panel,  installing at the corners.  
First thing is to unscrew the three parts of the standoffs: 

Fig. 1 - To locate holes for wall mounting,  hold your sign panel on the wall and make sure it is level.  Lightly 
mark around each corner with a pencil.  

Fig. 2 - Take the 4-way section and line it up to your pencil marks as shown here (not to scale).  Pencil in the 
edges of the 4-way sections to the wall or use a nail to tap a mark through the center hole.
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Fig. 3 - Drill the holes and screw the standoff barrels to your wall using the included screws and wall anchors. 
Orient the barrels as shown with the set screws located North and South.

Fig. 4 - Align the V-groove on the 4-way sections to the set screws and insert into the barrels.  Measure the 
thickness of your sign panel.  Let the 4-way sections stick out the same distance as the thickness of your sign panel.  
Tighten the set screws with the included allen key to lock the 4-way sections in place. 
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Fig 5. - Place your sign panel onto the standoffs as shown below and screw the caps on.  There is a hole on the side
of each cap to insert the allen key.  This will aid in tightening the caps - Fig. 6
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When installing a matrix consisting of multiple sign panels, simply follow the guidelines dictated here.  Install the
first panel then work onto the next and so on,  using the first panel as a guide for the panel next to it.  Make sure to 
use a level to help align the matrix as you go.   Good Luck! 
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